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NOTICE

Subject: Last opportunity for candidates who have been provisionally selected earlier for trade
apprenticeship training to enlist as provisionally waiting list candidates.

REF NO. - Selection notice references 1. SECL/BSP/HRD/1,8/36 Dated: 29/08/1.8

2. SECL/BSP/HRD/78/1314 Dated: 17/11/18

3. SECL/BSP/HRD/1,9/2I76 Dated: 07/02/rg
All the candidates who have applied for trade Apprenticeship Training for 1 year in response to our

notification Ref.no. SECL/BSP/HRD/1.8/417 Dated: 3/4-04-201,8 and whose name appeared in provisional

selection list but did not attended document verification and medical examination on the schedule date

resulting cancellation of their deemed selection, are here by informed that considering the
representation by number of candidates for providing opportunity to join in SECL they are being given

one last opportunity for attending document verification and medical examination.

All such candidates as mentioned above are here by advised to attend document verification on dated

27/02/19 at 10 Am at MDI office Indra Vihar Bilaspur with all the documents listed below:

1. High school mark sheet (except the candidates 8th pass only) aggregate.
2. Date of birth certificate.
3. Minimum Academic qualification mark sheet as applicable for relevant trade.
4. In case of CCPA/GPA system of mark sheets, a certificate of conversion formula in

percentage from the institute of passing.
5. ITI mark sheet showing aggregate marks (all semesters)
6. Aadhar linked bank account passbook
7 . SC/ST certificate in case of SC/ ST candidate
8. OBC certificatc of current financial year i.e.2018-19 in case of OBC candidate. OId

certificate will not be considered.
9. NCVT/SCVT certificate of relevant ITI Trade.
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After the document verification *e candidates will be sent for medical examination at differeir medical

examination centers situated at Korba/Gevra/Bilaspur, etc.

Similarly all the candidates whose document verification and medical examination was completed but

could not join for one reason or other resulting in deemed cancellation of their selection are also

informed to attend office of GM (HRD) MDI Indra Vihar SECL Bilaspur on dated: 27/02/2019 at 4 Pm with

their proof of being so directed to join Apprenticeship Training in SECL. This is the last chance which is

being given to all such above category candidates desiring to join in SECL. No further representation of

the candidates what

G^/ (P/HRD)w
will be considered hereafter.


